THINKWIZ-General Knowledge Quiz competition 2016
Report
THINKWIZ-General Knowledge Quiz competition 2016 was conducted as a part of ‘The
INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS TKMCE Student Chapter (Civil)’ activities 2016-2017 on 9th
November 2016 at the APJ Hall with the support from Quiz club of TKM CE. The competition
was aimed atimproving the general awareness among engineering students and developing the
knowledge and excellence base among the students through healthy and highly motivating
meet.The students crammed themselves up with a lot of general knowledge for the quiz. The
event witnessed enthusiastic preparation and participation of students from various branches.
The inaugural function started at 4.30 pm. Prof. Adarsh S, Faculty Advisor IE Student chapter,
delivered the welcome address. In his speech he elaborated the reason behind conducting a
General Knowledge Quiz competition among Engineering students. He also mentioned that, as
budding engineersstudents must be aware of the things happening around the world along
with technical knowledge.

The Prelims…
The function was attended by about 150 Nos. of students including 120 participating
students from various semesters and branches.Each team consisted of two students. Ms
Ashmy Achu Shinu of 3rd semester Computer Science Department was the quiz master.The
entire Quiz consisted of two rounds, a preliminary round and the final round. Preliminary round
was a written test. Based on the result of the written test 6 teams were selected for the final
round.Mazes of intuited and interesting questions were asked to the students, testing each

aspect of the educational knowledge base like current affairs, famous quotes, science etc. Four
highly different sections in the final round made it more exciting for the students and the
audience.

The Finalists..

Ms Ashmy lead the final round
The quiz finally came to an end with Amal R Nath (EC1) and Vishnu R Kumar (CS1) as the
winners. Gokul Suresh (MP Third year) and Harikrishnan (EEE third year) bagged the second
prize. Adarsh Sreekumar and Sujith Surendran (both fro third year CH) won the third prize. The
winners were given cash prizes and certificates by Prof. Jelaja, Department of Civil Engineering.
The quiz master and coordinators of the event were also honored by giving certificates.

The prize distribution
The function was concluded with a vote of thanks by the Student Representative Jesna Fathima.
Active participation of students from various branches and semesters made the event a grand
success.
.

